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Student senate spiked 
funding for the new men's 
volleyball club to $4750, 
a large amount for a new 
student organization. See 
page 2 for details.
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W .G . Jackson to launch education
boat, exceeded its campaign goal 
of $1.6 million with donations 
totalling $1,602,000.
By Angela Smit
Staff Writer
hoy, mates: t nanKs to over 
$1.6 million in donations, GVSU 
students will be able to study at 
sea in the new W.G. Jackson, a 
floating research laboratory and 
classroom that will be based in 
Muskegon.
Todd Buchta, assistant direc­
tor of Development at GVSU, 
said the W.G. Jackson will serve 
various educational purposes to a 
wide range of students.
Buchta said the vessel wi 
become available to university 
and K-12 students tor environ­
mental and water research.
Buchta added that Muskegon 
site was chosen for the Jackson 
because of its harbor design.
'‘Muskegon is a boating ori­
ented area and has a natural har­
bor. Its ecosystem is different 
from Grand Haven area's ecosys­
tem," he said.
With help and support from 
Muskegon and surrounding areas, 
The Making Waves committee, 
having raised the funds for the
“A major challenge 
grant from Dr. William 
G. and Kay Jackson 
was the nucleus and 
inspiration for the cam­
paign 's success. It 
resulted in tremendous 
support from a wide 
range of donors"
--Dr. William Schroeder.
Pres idem o f  t race 
\nalvtical Laboratories
Dr. William Schroeder. 
president of Trace Analytical 
L.aboratory, said that many con­
tributors have helped to make the 
campaign a success, noting that 
the campaign received state and 
county support in addition to 
funding from local and out-of- 
state corporations, foundations 
and individuals.
"A major challenge grant
from Dr. William G. and Kay 
Jackson was the nucleus and 
inspiration for the campaign's 
success. It resulted in tremendous 
support from a wide range of 
donors," Schroeder said.
The Brunswick Corporation 
donated $I50,()(X) towards the 
campaign. The Brunswick 
Laboratory, located inside the 
vessel, bears the corporation's 
name.
Fremont
also 
efforts
Area
boosted
through
The
Foundation 
fundraising 
$30,(XX) gift.
The Muskegon 
Community Foundation also 
helped the Making Waves in 
Muskegon committee to reach 
their fundraising goal by estab­
lishing an endowment fund to 
assist with the research vessel's 
operation.
GVSU s first research vessel, 
the D.J Agnus, is located in 
Grand Haven. The Agnus will 
continue to be available to GVSU 
students for education and 
research.
The Jackson is expected to 
launch in the spring of 1996.
Women's 
Varsity 
Soccer now  
a reality
By C.D. Burge
Staff Writer
The dream of every club 
team came true for the women's 
soccer club last Monday: they 
were given varsity status for the 
1996 season.
The announcement came 
from the office of Dr. Mike 
Kovalchik, director of athletics, 
amid rumors that a club team 
was going varsity.
Starting next year, the 
Laker women will play a ten- 
game varsity schedule in the 
Great Lakes Intercollegiate 
Athletic Conference at Division 
II status. The conference 
includes national powerhouse 
Mercyhurst, Northwood, 
Saginaw Valley, Oakland, 
Gannon and Ashland.
According to Kovalchik, 
the decision fit current consider­
ations.
"The promotion of this 
sport continues gender equity," 
he said. "Soccer is the fastest 
growing sport for women, and it 
is a program there is interest in, 
as well."
As for the time being, the 
program will continue on as a 
club until the end of the season. 
The men, who are now a club 
team, will remain so. Plans for a 
women’s club team next year 
have not been announced.
For men’s and women's 
coach Dago Cortes, it changes 
some things, but not others.
"We will keep doing what 
we re doing for now," he said. 
"We definitely have more incen­
tive to become better."
Cortes has not automatical­
ly been hired as the women's 
coach for next year. The deci­
sion of who fills that position 
will come later in the semester.
"Right now. we are looking 
for a coach." Kovalchik said. 
"Dago must have strong consid­
eration. for the kids like him and 
he could giv e needed continuity 
for this program "
Team President Melanie 
Cook concurred "I'hope he is 
hired Dago has helped me 
improve as a plaver. and as a 
team we can do so much more 
with him here "
Cortes has extensive back­
ground in West Michigan soc 
cer, one of the reasons that 
GVSU sought him out. He has 
coached on the high school and 
collegiate level.
The sport will not carry 
scholarships for the near future, 
but Kovalchik did say that could 
change.
Please See SOCCER, p. 3
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Campus Life
I0/I3- Bonfire / Pep Rally , 7 p.m., Robinson Field 
I0/I4- Homecoming Parade, I2:30 p.m., Campus Drive 
I0/14- Homecoming!!!
10/20- Sludent Visitation Day
Sports
I0/14- Football: GVSU vs. Hillsdale, 1:30 p.m.
10/21-GVSU Swim/Diving Blue & White Intrasquad Mt., 5:30, 
GVSU Pool
Arts and Entertainment
10/13- Julianne Vanden Wyngaard/Faculty Recital. 8 p.m., 
CFA/LAT
10/13- Mark Britten, 9j>.m„ Kleiner 
10/14-Step Show, 6 p.m.
10/15- Choral Concert - Ellen Pool, Conductor. 3 p.m., 
CFA/LAT
10/20- Lunchbreak Series: Jeannette Sorrell, harpsichordist, 
noon, Cook- DeWitt
10/22- Symphonic Wind Ensemble, 3 p.m., CFA/LAT
Bump, Set, Spike bounces into funding
•Thegroup received $4,750from the Student Life 
Fee, almost the highest amount the student 
senate has ever given to a new organization
By Shane Szalai
Editor
and
James Clan
Managing Editor
Following an hour and a 
half of debate, the new men's 
volleyball club. Bump, Set, 
Spike, was allocated $4,750 by 
the student senate at its Oct. 5 
meeting.
Bump, Set, Spike is a new 
organization that replaces the 
Men’s Volleyball Club from last 
year, which was denied funding 
for missing its allocations 
appointments.
Originally, the student sen­
ate Allocations Committee put
forth a motion to give the club 
$3,010, but when senator Chris 
Baratian proposed an amend­
ment to add $1740, controversy 
arose.
"I think it's important 
to understand that this 
kind of amendment 
states that we don't 
have faith in our 
Allocations 
Committee,"
--Chas Hoff, 
student senator
"I feel that for this organi­
zation to be strong, it needs
P R I N C I P L E S  o f  S O U N D  R E T I R  E i\\ E N T I N V E S T  1 N G*
I P ^  •
EVERYONE WILL GIVE YOU 
THEIR TWO CENTS WORTH, BUT WILL 
THAT BE ENOUGH TO RETIRE ON?
L .
Today then- seems to be an investment expen or financial advisot almost everywhere vou turn.
But |ust how qualified are all these experts?
Peace ot mind about your future comes from solid 
planning, from investments and services designed 
and managed with your needs and retirement security 
specilicallv in nund I lie kind ol investments and 
sorv ices I lAA-CREf has been prov iding for more 
than ”;> years.
WE LL H E L P YOU BUILD 
A REWARDING RETIREMENT.
Our counselors are trained retirement professionals 
w ho have only you and your future in mind. Soyou’re
t r e a t ed  as the unique person you are. with special 
needs and concerns about retirement. And that makes
lor  an  u n de r s t a nd in g ,  comfor tab l e- r e l a t i onship .
W nil I I A A - C  R L E  y ou  have  plenty ol  c ho i c e  and
l le\ ibi ! i ty  ip. 1 ■ 111dincr y o u r  t etirement nest e u c - l r o m  
I IA A  s e Uai .ui teed ti a I ;t n n a l  annui ty  to the 
investment  i q - port unit ie5 of C RI . f  s se ve n v ar i ab le
f  n x u r i n g  t h e  f u t u r e  
f o r  t h o s e  w h o  s h a p e  it.
annuity accounts. And we re nonprofit, so our expense 
charges are among the lowest in the insurance and 
mutual fund industries.0 That means more of your 
money is where it should be-working for you.
TIAA-CREF is now the largest private pension 
system in the world, based on assets under management 
-managing more than $145 billion in assets for more 
than one and a half million people throughout the nation.
TIAA-CREF:
T H E  C H O IC E  THAT M A K ES SEN SE.
It s tough to wade through all the "advice” to find a 
reliable pension plan provider. But as a member of the 
education and research community, your best choice is 
simple: TIAA-CREF. Because when it comes to helping 
you prepare lor retirement, our annuities will add up to 
more than spare change.
For more information about how TIAA-CREF can 
help you prepare for the future, call our Enrollment 
Hotline at 1 800 842-2888.
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more support, and I think we 
should give it to them,” said 
Baratian, who noted that the 
committee recommended $500 
less for coaching than the group 
needed.
"They are a winning orga­
nization and I feel they should 
be treated as such," Baratian 
added.
Chas Hoff disagreed with 
the amendment, saying that the 
senate should have more confi­
dence in the Allocation 
Committee’s decision.
"I think it’s important to 
understand that this kind of 
amendment states that we don’t 
have faith in our Allocations 
Committee," Hoff said.
"Although I have faith 
in the Allocations 
Committee, that's only 
one-fifth of the senate. 
There's another four- 
fiftHs in general 
assembly and that 
four-fifths is also ulti­
mately responsible for
the decision."
--Angela Gray, 
Student senate vice-presi­
dent o f  public relations
Angela Gray said that the 
responsibility for the final deci­
sion rested with the student 
senate as a whole.
"Although I have faith in 
the Allocations Committee, 
that's only one-fifth of the sen­
ate," Gray said. "There's another 
four-fifths in general assembly 
and that four-fifths is also ulti­
mately responsible for the deci­
sion."
Vice President ol 
Allocations Stephanie Tassier 
was concerned that with 
Baratian's amendment the total 
money given to the organization 
would be relatively high for new 
organizations.
"I just want to caution 
(against) this much money for a 
new organization," she said. 
Tassier added that the highest 
amount the previous Men's 
Volleyball Club had ever 
received was $4790.
Both the amendment and 
original proposal passed the 
assembly, much to the delight of 
Bump. Set, Spike Secretary Jim 
Kilmark.
"I'm very, very surprised 
about this," Kilmark said.
Kilmark said thai the 
amendment will help his group 
retain members for next year
"They [the senate] secured 
the fact that we'd be able to pui 
some depth to our team for next 
year," Kilmark said.
®fj£ lantfjorn INtVVS
GVSU sinks to a new  level
A section of the parking lot in front of Lake Michigan Hall suffered a seismic anomaly. 
Photo by Gretchen Prutzman.
Dean encourages internationalization
'Grand Alley with Gregory 
Struss' starts another year
Thursday, October 12, 1995 *  3
Dean Mcrkle hopes to get more students interested in studying abroad. 
Photo by Jay Johnston.
•International 
study is important 
in a global econo­
my and lifestyle, 
dean says
By Wendy Leep
Staff Writer
Having learned more about 
himself and Germans as a 
Fulbriglu Scholar. Associate 
Provost and Dean of Students 
Bari Merkle. plans to'encourage 
GVSL 's internationalization pro­
grams.
Through the administrative 
program. Merkle spent the mid­
dle of April to the middle of May 
with 25 other administrators in 
Hast Germany, visiting various 
universities, colleges and other 
learning institutions. They also 
toured extensively in their host 
cities.
"The purpose was to have a 
seminar focused on higher 
German education." Merkle said. 
"It was really much more than 
that in the context of German 
culture. German economy and 
the German political system.
“It was an opportunity to 
just really learn a lot about 
Germany."
To students interested in
studying abroad, he stressed the 
valuable experience of learning 
about yourself, as well as learn­
ing about the history and culture 
of the host country.
While in Germany. Merkle 
visited Charlemagne's throne, 
cathedrals and other historical 
sites that he said completely 
change American perspectives of 
time.
"This was my first experi­
ence abroad," Merkle said "For
that reason this was a special 
experience for me I was ner­
vous. but I quickly learned |to 
overcome that| and found myself 
learning much about Germany 
and about German people."
"I came back with such an 
appreciation for the culture I'd 
experienced. It also gave me an 
appreciation for the United 
States, and what I’ve been able to 
experience in this country,"
Please see MERKLE, p. 5
•Students can 
work on the 
show for credit
By Michelle Dister
News Editor
While the major network 
talk shows battle it out, GVSU’s 
own “Grand Alley with Gregory 
Struss” wants to enter the fray.
Beginning Oct. 12, Struss 
and Schultz hope to produce 
weekly a 30-minute episode.
They just need more than a 
skeleton crew to do it.
Chad Schultz, a producer for 
“Grand Alley,” said a lack of 
experience and dedication have 
hindered pro­
duction so far 
'but added he 
i s o p t im i s t i c  
about moving 
ahead.
"The crew 
is inexperienced 
but they're 
going to learn 
fast," Schultz 
said.
S c h u l t z  
added that he 
and Struss antic­
ipated a slow 
start-up because 
they needed to 
build a regular team whose mem­
bers are familiar with their posi­
tions.
"We're not as far ahead as 
we'd like to be, but eventually 
we'll catch up," Schultz said.
"Our goal is to get this thing 
going, get the crew experienced, 
get some public relations going, 
and get tightened up on produc­
tion," he added.
Dave Kerfoot shares produc­
tion responsibilities, and Scott 
Naggy is the field segment pro­
ducer.
To date, Greg Struss. the 
show's executive producer, said 
Grand Alley' has had a different
crew for each of the four shows 
they have taped.
"We're wearing 10 hats a 
piece, and we need 8 to 12 people 
to produce the show with ease," 
Struss said.
Struss said hopes to tape 
eight episodes by the end of the 
semester.
The Oct. 12 taping features 
Seidman Business Week activi­
ties, the dean of the School of 
Business, Emery Turner, as 
announcer, and acoustic guitarist 
Tom Sluiter as musical guest.
Taping begins at 8 p.m. in 
the Kirkhof Media Studio.
Struss said part of the show's 
goal is to highlight various cam­
pus groups and work with the 
administration.
"We want to get the word out 
about GVSU and 
what we're up to 
an entire 
school, and that 
includes having 
administration as 
a part of this in a 
more entertaining 
way," Struss said.
Struss would 
like to see “Grand 
Alley" air on 
local cable sta­
tions in Holland, 
Grand Rapids, 
Grand Haven and 
Muskegon by the 
end of the fall
semester.
Plans for a Halloween and 
‘80s theme episodes are also in 
the works.
For the Halloween episode, 
Struss hopes to feature a psychic, 
some remote pieces and a cos­
tume-clad crew and audience.
The ‘80s theme is planned 
for November with radio person­
nel from 104.5 Sunny FM's "Wav 
Back Lunch."
Students interested in work­
ing on the show for credit should 
contact Struss or Schultz by call­
ing the School of 
Communications office at 895- 
3668.
SOCCER, from p. 1 —  ■ ■
The new status could also 
change the face of the team.
"It's hard to tell what will 
happen to the current players," 
Kovalchik said. "There are now 
requirements both academically 
and fiscally to be considered."
Those exact requirements 
have to be set on a team-by- 
team basis.
As for the men's team, 
plans for a varsity program of 
theif ow n must he put on hold.
"We re sort of disappointed 
that we didn't go (to varsity), 
said mens’ President Steve 
Mclnally. "But I think it's good 
that the girls got it. Were all 
really happy for them."
Cortes sees an opportunity 
that he's not had in a long time. 
"I know that I can get a better 
program than some of the 
GLIAC schools now," he said.
"! have put so much work 
into this. I get universities call­
ing us to play our dub team."
As for the rest of the exist­
ing club teams. Kovalchik say s 
that there are mans things pre­
senting them from going varsi­
ty any tunc soon But.' he 
added. "Anything can change 
by next year"
Currently, club teams such 
as men’s soccer, cress, hockey, 
volleyball, and sottball boast 
strong programs
I hope xxe always contin­
ue to elevate our programs." 
Kovalchik said "We have I1) 
sports here at Grand Valley, and 
the outlook is scry positive tor 
more
"With so many schools 
going through financial woes, 
it's very exciting to see Grand 
Valley committing to some­
thing such as a new varsity pro­
gram."
"We want to get the 
word out about GVSU as 
and what we're up to 
as an entire school, 
and that includes 
having administration 
as a part of this in a 
more entertaining 
way,"
—Greg Struss, 
Pmducer, "GrandAlley"
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S in g le to n  n om in ated  as G V SU 's 1995 L oaned E xecutive
By Bernadette f. Fox
Staff writer
GVSU doesn’t just give 
money to the United Way every 
year, it also gives a professional.
Each year. President 
Lubbers nominates a staff mem­
ber to participate in the United 
Way’s Loaned Executives pro­
gram. This year Lubbers chose 
Harriet Singleton, a psychologist 
in the Career Planning and 
Counseling Center, to represent 
GVSU.
Singleton said the executive 
is on loan to the United Way for a
period of three months.
Until she resumes her posi­
tion at GVSU in November, 
Singleton's duties as a loaned 
executive include fundraising for 
United Way as well as participat­
ing in service days.
On service days, loaned 
executives work at United Way 
agencies such as God's Kitchen, 
Meals on Wheels, and YWCA. 
Singleton said she was especially 
impressed with Second Harvest 
Gleaners.
"It's a variety of different 
things," Singleton said. "Not 
only are you raising money, but 
you're learning about the com-
"It's a variety of 
different things. Not 
only are you raising 
money, but you're 
learning about the 
community. You get to 
meet people: from the 
higher-ups to everyday 
laborers to those in the 
service industries; ”
- Harriet Singleton, 
GVSU's loaned executive
munity. You get to meet people: 
from the higher-ups to everyday 
laborers to those .in the service 
industries."
Singleton explained that 
most people need to use at least 
one United Way agency in the 
course of a life time, whether it 
be in youth or in old age.
Twenty-five other business­
es and organizations including 
GM. Amway. Steelcase and Old 
Kent Bank have loaned execu­
tives to United Way programs.
While she participates in the 
program Singleton will still be 
paid her normal salary by the uni­
versity, where she has worked tor
the past 18-years.
Singleton is optimistic about 
her experience so far.
"I think it's a very good pro­
gram. You learn a lot about fund 
raising," she said.
Cindy Walter, GVSU's 1994 
loaned executive, has stayed 
involved in United Way as a 
member of a community review 
team. These teams, composed of 
volunteers, visit each agency 
every two years and re-al locate 
funds to each agency's respective 
programs.
"This is a unique way to 
give to the community," Walter 
said.
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DRINKS SPECIRLS-FOOD SPECIALS
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Sandro pioneers education reform for GVSU
•G VSU charter school liaison anticipates changes
By Michelle Disler
News Editor
Pat Sandro doesn't look 
much like a pioneer, but don't let 
the suit and tie fool you.
On June 15 the former 
superintendent of Grand Rapids 
Public Schools became the sec­
ond charter school liaison for 
GVSU, replacing former Zeeland 
Public Schools superintendent 
Dr. Ken Harper.
H a rp er 
worked as a 
special assis­
tant to the 
president for 
c h a r t e r  
schools dur­
ing GVSU's 
c h a r t e r  
school plan­
ning stages in 1994 and 1995.
Sandro has a long history in 
the education field and wel­
comed the chance to coordinate 
GVSU's participation in charter 
schooling as GVSU's liaison and 
compliance officer for the pro­
motion of charter schools.
For Sandro, charter schools 
present a rare opportunity: to 
have a hand in shaping educa­
tional reform.
As a life-long educator. 
Sandro said he thinks charter 
schools offer a good way to deal 
with all the criticism he has heard 
about public education.
"Of the 32 years I've been in 
public education, this promotes 
the best chance for significant 
change," Sandro said.
Sandro defined a charter 
school as a public school operat­
ed by a non-profit board under a 
contractual relationship with the 
university.
The school is chartered with 
the intent to improve education 
by providing something new and 
unique-not being addressed else­
where, Sandro added, and is set 
up to serve special clientele.
"Of the 32 years I've 
been in public education, 
this promotes the best 
chance for significant 
change,"
- Pat Sandro, 
GVSU charter school liaison
Sandro cited the West 
Michigan Academy of 
Hospitality Sciences as an exam­
ple of this innovative learning 
technique.
The newly chartered school 
offers students in grades nine 
through 12 experience in the 
restaurant field and a better 
chance to get a job upon gradua­
tion.
And charter schools also 
exceed minimum education 
requirements. With aspects like 
longer days and a longer calendar 
year, Sandro anticipates results 
in the forms of belter test scores 
and better preparation for voca­
tional programs students may 
choose upon graduation.
Sandro added that charter 
schools aren't trying to replace
public education but are trying to 
offer more options.
Despite some community 
apprehension, Sandro anticipates 
charter schools to effect change.
"There's going to be some 
changes in education, and they’re 
going to come from charter 
schools," he said.
Sandro received his bachelor 
of science degree in industrial 
education, education, and sociol­
ogy from Western Michigan 
University in I960. In 1961. he 
received master's degrees in soci­
ology and education, also from 
WMU.
After completing his mas­
ters studies. Sandro taught at 
University High school in 
Kalamazoo, at WMU part-time 
for 7 years, and later became an 
administrator with the Grand 
Rapids Public School system 
where he was purchasing director 
and assistant superintendent for 
the non-instructional division.
Sandro left Grand Rapids in 
1974 for New Haven. 
Connecticut where he completed 
masters studies in urban school 
administration at Yale.
He a I sci served as 
Superintendent of the Grand 
Rapids Public School system 
from 1988 to 1991
The rest is history, and 
Sandro looks forward to shaping 
the future in his role as GVSU's 
charter school compliance offi­
cer.
"I have a positive feeling 
about setting up a win-win situa 
lion." he said.
Sandro
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N ew  G V SU  program  
urges sen ior citizens 
to continue learning
By Keith TeWinkel
Staff Writer
Have you ever heard the 
saying "You get wiser as you get 
older?" Through a new program 
called the Grand Forum, GVSU 
is giving adults over 55 the 
chance to prove the saying right.
A new educational outreach 
program designed for active 
retired adults. The Grand Forum 
offers two daily lectures on top­
ics including "Emerging China,” 
"The U.N. in its 50th year," 
"The Tragedy of Bosnia," "The 
Volunteer Soldier in the Civil 
War," and "Health and Prognosis 
of the Grand River."
"To date, our program top­
ics include history, international 
relations, international business, 
environmental education, and 
the philosophy of science," said 
Mary Buckmaster, director of 
the Grand Forum.
"Since we will encourage 
members to become actively 
involved, the membership will 
select future program topics," 
Buckmaster said.
The program starts Oct. 17 
and will continue into next
spring.
The morning lecture goes 
from 9:30 a.m. to 12 p.m. The 
afternoon lecture runs from 1:30 
to 3 p.m. The programs will 
meet two or three, times a week 
at the GVSU Eberhard Center, 
301 Fulton. Free parking is 
available and lunch is provided.
The Dixieland Jazz Band 
kicks off the program Oct. 16 at 
4 p.m.
Annual membership is $95 
per person.
According to Buckmaster, 
"An interest in learning is the 
only prerequisite for member­
ship.”
"There are few programs 
geared for this growing segment 
of the population," Calvin 
Stockman, dean of Continuing 
Education, said. "Today's retired 
adults are an active population 
who enjoy intellectual chal­
lenges, and many prefer to 
engage in such activities with 
their peers. This new program 
provides opportunity for both 
under the university's direction.”
For additional information 
on membership, call Mary 
Buckmaster at 771-6615.
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Freshman 
‘ Physical 
Therapy 
majors 
Leslie 
Walker and 
Allison 
Licavoli take 
advantage o f 
the warm 
weather last 
Sunday and 
take their 
study session 
outside to 
the
Arboretum. 
Photo by 
Gretchen 
Prutsman.
MERKLE, from p. 3 —
Merkle added.
Merkle said his experience 
convinced him of the need for 
students to take advantage of 
the many programs that the 
Office of International Affairs 
at GVSU has to offer.
"I have always been a 
strong proponent of internation­
al study, " Merkle said, "but 
after this experience I am really 
committed to international edu­
cation. 1 have a better under­
standing of how impacting it 
can be on an individual, and in a 
personal way.
"You learn a lot about who 
you are, what you are, and what
you value," he added.
"I came back with 
such an appreciation 
for the culture I'd 
experienced. It also 
gave me an apprecia­
tion for the United 
States. ”
-Bart Merkle 
_____________Dean o f Students
Merkle said with an 
increasingly global economy 
and lifestyle, foreign study is an
increasingly important experi­
ence because many jobs require 
international travel, and foreign 
study can give needed back­
ground skills.
GVSU has many programs, 
that Merkle said can benefit stu­
dents' future career develop­
ment and expand their global 
perspectives, all of which are 
worth the cost. He added that 
the Office of International 
Affairs is a great place to start.
For more information on 
studying abroad contact the 
Office of International Affairs 
in the Student Services building 
at 895-3898.
"All Roads Lead to GVSU"
The University Bookstore will be open on
Homecoming Saturday, October 14th 
from 10am-6:00pm.
Show your team spirit with a Grand 
Valley sweatshirt or baseball cap!
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O ur V iew
Student senate debate hea lth y -and  w elcom e
Sometimes being punctual isn't as important as doing 
something the way it should be done. The GVSU student 
senate deserves to be commended for taking a little extra time 
to do their job the way it should be done'.
Last Thursday's student senate meeting ran late. The reason 
it ran late was because students and student senators were 
debating whether or not, and how much, a student group 
(Bump, Set, Spike) needed funding. (See page 2 for story.)
The debate went on for well over an hour, and afterwards 
it was clear that senators felt good about the debate they had 
just had. They deserved to feel good.
They listened to all sides of the issue, and afterwards made 
an informed decision. It's hard to ask for more.
After a thorough debate, you can be fairly certain that all 
sides of an issue have been covered and that the consensus 
reached will be a well thought-out solution.
The Lanthorn believes that the GVSU student senate should 
strive for this type of debate on every substantive issue it 
deals with so that every issue gets the attention it deserves.
fudging from last week's meeting, the senate definitely has 
the collective intellect to have such debate; it just seems to 
sometimes lack the collective will.
Developing such a collective will would be good for both 
GVSU students and the reputation of the student senate on 
our campus because it would be hard for anyone to accuse 
senators of rushing through a decision after they stay late 
debating an issue and getting more student input.
In sum, debate is a good thing-and it's nice to see our 
student senate doing more of it.
You can contribute to the "cam pus debate"
One of the best ways to contribute to the "campus debate" 
is to attend student senate meetings, held every Thursday at 
4:30 p.m. in the Kirkhof Center's Muskegon River Room.
Alternatively, you can call the student senate office at 895- 
2333 to tell them what students are concerned about.
As senate Vice President of Public Relations Angela Gray 
wrote in a guest opinion last week, "We are here to voice the 
views of the students, but we can't represent them if we don't 
know what their opinions are."
Cam pus looks nice--but also all-too wet
The landscaping on campus looks tremendous, and The 
Lanthorn believes the groundskeepers should be commended 
for making the campus look a bit more cosmopolitan.
But there must be a better time to water the grass than in 
the afternoon during the middle of the classes melee- 
especially when the sprinklers often spray onto sidewalks.
After all, how much good does it do the landscaping when 
the sprinklers are aimed at the middle of the sidewalk?
Students have enough on their minds during the day 
without having to develop elaborate reconnaissance missions 
to evade the shooting water streams.
It shouldn't be that difficult to redirect the sprinklers so that 
they spray the shrubbery and not the students--but it should 
be done.
The views expressed in "Our View" represent the opinion of The 
Lanthorn‘s editorial board.
Opinions expressed in columns, letters and editorial cartoons are 
the views of their writers -and/or artists. They do not necessarily 
reflect the views of The Lanthorn.
Readers are encouraged to express their own opinions in letters 
to "Campus Concerns." Letters should be less than 200 words.
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Affirmative action speaks to institutional prejudice
To the author of "Don't 
Whine" (in the Sept. 28 edition 
of The Lanthorn): You've adver­
tised your ignorance and it's 
obvious that you just don't get it. 
It's the principle of the thing. The 
point is that discrimination is 
institutionalized. The fact that it 
is sometimes subtle makes it that 
much more insidious.
I dare say that your intoler­
ant response illustrates the eth­
nocentric ignorance which exac­
erbates the wound of bigotry. In 
order for the wound to be nursed 
back to health we must first 
admit that it does exist, and that
the forces which created it are 
cancerous.
I understand your defensive­
ness. By closing your mind to the 
fact that the thread of racial 
oppression is deeply woven into 
the fabric of the dominant soci­
ety, you attempt to absolve your­
self and lay your conscience at 
rest. If you are not part of the 
solution, you are part of the 
problem.
Allow me to expose you to 
some of your own inconsisten­
cies. Your article reeks of the 
spitefulness which you claim to 
detest, and smacks of the child­
ish irresponsibility you accuse 
your fellow student of. Your 
views seem anything but liberal 
or humanist.
There can be no constructive 
dialogue as long as one’s mind is 
closed to another's reality. I agree 
that free and rational thought is 
something to be desired, but it 
can never become a reality until 
we honestly examine our own 
motivations and forsake any 
blame-deflecting hostility wc 
may harbor.
Diane Covington
Student
Drama teacher applauds GVSU's Shakespeare Festival
I’m writing to publicly thank 
GVSU's English and 
Communications departments for 
a wonderful Saturday of 
Shakespeare, literature and intel­
lectual stimulation. My students 
and I enjoyed the all-day 
Shakespeare workshop on Sept. 
30, and were thrilled to be part of 
such a marvelous activity.
We attended classes on read­
ing Shakespeare, stage combat, 
character development and tech­
nical theater. These activities 
were incredibly helpful to us in
preparation for our revival of 
Shakespeare in the Rockford 
community. The students espe­
cially enjoyed the " IB-second 
Shakespeare" activity. Everyone 
should learn to play this game!
Personally, I appreciated the 
opportunity to interact with other 
professionals interested in 
improving the Shakespeare pro­
gram at their schools. GVSU 
should be commended for giving 
instructors the opportunity to 
converse and share ideas.
Your Shakespeare Festival
coordinators at GVSU deserve a 
big round of applause for their 
efforts and time well spent.
Thanks again to the 
Shakespeare Festival for creating 
such a fantastic program for high 
school students and their instruc­
tors. Your efforts were most 
worthwhile.
Ms. Susan Warren 
Spanish Instructor and 
Drama Director.
Rockford High School
Q uestio n  O f T he W eek
What do you lie to your parents 
about when you call home?
Tammy Plaskewicz. 
Sophomore. 
Hospitality major
"That I'm happy to 
hear from them."
John Bradfield. 
Freshman. Computer 
Science major
"That I'm normal"
Brian Peace.
Freshman.
Bio-medical
Science major
‘That I’m doing
well in my classes"
Sara Cole.
Sophomore 
English major
“I lie about not watching 
the men come out of the 
Men’s bathroom.”
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Student Senate is w orking for you
In response to The Lanthorn's 
Oct. 5 "Our View" I would like to 
clarify the reasoning behind Student 
Senate's recommendation to lower 
the speed limit along a section of M- 
45 (40th Avc. through 56th).
The opinion expressed in "Our 
View" depicts a student government 
which is unwilling to consult stu­
dents before making decisions. This 
is simply not true. Student Senate has 
executed surveys on many topics in 
recent years (e.g. library usage, hous­
ing,, lighting, etc.). However, the 
issue of safety along Lake Michigan 
Drive is not a subject which needs to 
be surveyed, and that is the issue, 
safety.
A minimal amount, of home-: 
work or merely driving the road once 
in a while will confirm anyone's sus­
picions as to the dangers of Lake 
Michigan Drive.
During the months of July and 
August. 20 traffic accidents occurred 
along the stretch of road between 8th 
Avc. and 68th Avc. Six of these acci­
dents involved personal injuries. It is 
also duly noted that these arc sum­
mer months when GVSU is at its 
minimum student enrollment. The 
coming months will certainly prove 
more disastrous.
In fact, when one looks to long­
term accident reports along this 
stretch of road, the numbers arc even 
more frightening. From 1991 to 1994 
there were 675 accidents in this mere 
6.2 mile span of road: that averages 
. out to an accident almost every other 
day. This road was designed to sus­
tain 11.000 vehicles per day. but now. 
carries at least 15.000 daily.
The problem is clear. The cur­
rent road is insufficient to accommo­
date the traffic which uses it. and 
there is a project already planned to 
increase M-45 to four lanes between 
Allendale and Standale. Yet. this 
$28.8 million project is not due to 
happen for years, and is facing other 
delays due to funding problems.
With
C hristian
Baratian,
Senate
Political
Actions
In the meantime, we need inter­
im solutions to increase the safety 
along this road. The resolution to 
lower the speed limit affects only a 
small segment oi' this road, and is 
centered around the entrances to 
GVSU.
Other projects that arc being 
worked on include improvements to, 
the entire 6.2 mile stretch of road, 
none of which will cause major 
backups.
Student Senate is very 
interested in student 
opinions, and we 
encourage them.
The Lanthom damns Student 
Senate for not "surveying" the stu­
dents. Docs Student Senate really 
need to survey the students to find 
out whether they value their safety? I 
should hope not.
This issue was not of great 
debate either. It passed unanimously 
through the General Assembly, and 
has been agreed upon by every other 
student with whom I have discussed 
it.
The Lanthorn's concern regard­
ing traffic backups along the road 
during its repainting is primitive. 
Painting new dividing lines does not 
involve one lone construction work­
er with a paint brush. It is accom­
plished within an hour through the 
use of a truck. One hour of mild 
inconvenience is definitely worth the 
increased safety these simple mea­
I I L
FOR JUNIOR NURSING STUDENTS
A NURSING EXPERIENCE AT 
MAYO FOUNDATION 
HOSPITALS - ROCHESTER, MN
Here is your opportunity  to w ork at Mayo Medical Center for 
the summer.
Summer III is a paid, supervised hospital work experience at 
Saint Marys Hospital and Rochester M ethodist Hospital, both 
part of Mayo Medical Center in Rochester, Minnesota.
You are eligible for Sum m er III after your junior year of a four 
year baccalaureate nursing program . It includes experience 
on medical and surgical nursing units or in operating rooms.
Application Deadline: December 1,1995.
For more information contact:
Mayo Medical Center
Nursing Recruitment 
Summer III Program 
Ozmun East 
200 1st SW
Rochester, Minnesota 55905 
1-800-562-7984
Mayo Foundation an affirmative action and equal opportunits 
educator and employer ' A smoke-free institution
sures will provide.
Please don't misinterpret this 
message. Student Senate is very 
interested in student opinions, and 
we encourage them. We also feel that 
the Lanthorn's perspective would be 
legitimate if Student Senate showed 
a tradition of disregarding students' 
input. In this situation I would rather 
assume that students value their safe­
ty and try to correct an obvious prob­
lem than wait for the results of a sur­
vey and worry about students possi­
bly being injured or killed in the 
meantime.
We feel that an intricate part of 
our job is to effect change for the 
good of the student body. If we arc 
wrong in assuming that saving stu­
dents' lives and providing a safer 
means of travel in and around their 
college campus is "effecting a 
change for the good of the student 
body" then please inform us.
To the students of GVSU: 
Student Senators make every attempt 
to gain input from the student body, 
but we respect the fact that you often 
have better things to do than sit 
through General Assembly meetings 
and read up on every issue we are 
handling.
I believe that is why there are 
Student Senators and not a campus- 
wide vote for every issue that comes 
forth. Because the Student Senators 
arc the people voting on the issues, 
we do need to have student opinions 
and ideas.
Current issues that Student 
Senate is working on include: new 
housing, memorial trees, financial 
aid, a sidewalk along West Campus 
Drive, campus phones, Seidman 
study hours, and bus schedules to the 
downtown campus.
If you have an opinion on any 
of these issues, or ideas as to how 
Student Senate could effectively 
solve any other problems on campus, 
please call the Student Senate office 
at 895-2333.
V
R E S T  OF T H E  T IM E !
W ith Wouldn't you think that some-
C D . one would turn on the campus
Burge water tortures at 10 p.m. or so.
when classes are done? I'm sure
Staff there's. a power plant guy
Columnist watching and laughing some-
where.
(WARNING: This column 
is over98% intelligence-free!)
...I was walking through 
campus on the way to the library 
yesterday, as I have to three 
times a week. No problem. 
"What a great morning!" I 
thought.
As I came 
up the walkway, 
heading from 
Little Mac to 
Zumberge, I was 
s u d d e n l y  
assaulted by a
water spray. ____________
Spinning around, I expected to 
find one of my many detractors 
standing there with a water gun, 
all ready to continue soaking 
me.
Instead, it was a sprinkler.
Who the heck set up a 
sprinkler to go off at 8:30 in the 
morning?
Have you seen this around 
campus? It's so annoying, I had 
to make a list:
1. Sprinklers on a t 8:30.
I played golf at a golf 
course this summer. One of their 
rules is that all sprinklers must 
be turned on only after nine p.m. 
Why? BECAUSE PEOPLE 
ARE PLAYING ON IT THE
Wouldn't you think 
that someone would 
turn on the campus 
water tortures at 10 
p.m. or so, when 
classes are done?
2. Getting us wet.
After being Ihusly soaked, 
I examined the sprinklers them­
selves. They are constructed so 
that when the head wheels 
around, the water shuts off 
when it reaches concrete. This is 
so that it waters the grass, and 
not us. Problem 
is, it never quite 
shuts off, and 
tends to jet out 
about five feet 
into the walk­
way. In the early 
mornjng hours, 
_____________the average stu­
dent has the reac­
tion time of a backwards clock, 
so you could see how this could 
be a problem.
3. The water is not warm.
I SWEAR they pump the 
water in those things directly 
from Hudson Bay itself. I hate 
to have to keep wiping the ici­
cles off my shift.
It just gets to the point that 
you have to ask, "What was 
anybody thinking when they did 
this?" Why take time to set the 
sprinklers when they spray the 
students. If anyone knows the 
theory behind this. I'd like to 
hear from you.
COME SEE THE PROOF
^ ’Sponsored by ideas and issues
Oct. 16th at 8:00 p.m. Louitt Ih 102 
Guest speaker: Micheal Lindemann
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G V SU  stu d en t travels to B elize to stu d y tropical b io lo g y
By Cindy Shelner
Staff Writer
If you want to study tropical 
biology. Allendale probably isn't 
the place. To learn first hand 
about tropical rain forests, man­
grove swamps, coral reefs and a 
different culture GVSU Senior 
biology major Leslie Blessing
ventured to Belize, Central 
America, on a study abroad pro­
gram offered through GVSU.
Last May, Blessing, along 
with six other GVSU students 
and program director Mark 
Luttenton of the Biology 
Departmen.t traveled to Belize, a 
small country with less than 
200,000 people for two weeks. 
Belize, an English speaking
(I to r) Sarah Kassal, Reeky Dullen, Carrie Tansy, Mike Auscema, Melissa Ides, Karen Totzke 
and Leslie Blessing pause for a photo at the airport in Belize. File photo.
country, shares its borders with 
Mexico, Guatemala, and the 
Atlantic Ocean and off of its 
shores lies the second largest bar­
rier reef in the world.
It was this opportunity to 
study the major ecosystems of 
Belize attracted Blessing to the 
program.
"I mainly chose to go to 
Belize because of how it would 
benefit my major 
and minor," said 
Blessing who is 
minoring in 
Natural Resource 
Management. "I 
also thought it 
would be inter­
esting to see a 
fairly new devel­
oping country."
This was the 
first trip south of 
the border for 
Blessing, but not 
her first trip 
abroad. In the 
past she has trav­
eled to Russia, 
France, England, 
and Ireland.
“ G o i n g  
abroad opens 
your eyes and 
let's you know 
that there's a
Health Services is there for everyone
»VW«W«1*JOT»
By Amie Million
Staff Writer
Do you know where to go 
for everything from the common 
cold to a broken ankle to a STD 
test?
Health Services, located 
next to the ProShop in the 
Fieldhouse, offers treatment for 
almost everything Monday- 
Friday form 9 a.m. - 5 p.m. And 
if they don't offer it. they can 
make it accessible.
"We're here for everyone," 
said Nurse Practitioner Diane 
Fisher. "We re more like a walk- 
in family practice. We're also 
here to help students get any 
information they may need and 
to explain how their medical 
insurance works. We try to help 
out as much as we can."
Prices/ for Health Services 
was raised this year to Sl5 for 
GVSU students living on cam­
pus. S*2() for GVSU students liv­
ing off cainjyis. and S25 for 
GVSU faculty and staff. 
Treatment requiring lab work 
incurs additional costs.
The price increase had 
nothin1.: to do with GVSU or the
Health Services, but it due to the 
fact that the whole medical com­
munity has increased their 
prices. Since Health Services is 
provided by Butterworth Health 
Systems, there was no choice 
but to raise the cost. However, 
Health Services is still cheaper 
than any other facility in the 
area.
Although Health Services 
doesn't take insurance, they do 
give patients a statement of the 
charges with the insurance code 
on it. It is up to the patient to 
send in the statement to their 
insurance company for reim­
bursement.
Employees of Health 
Services are used to dealing with 
sensitive issues, for both men 
and women. Confidentiality is 
maintained by all staff.
“We choose our staff for 
their personality as well as their 
proficiencies." said Fisher. "We 
want people who will under­
stand."
For those patients who need 
prescription medicine. Fisher 
tries to have enough samples on 
hand to fill the full prescription. 
Health Services realizes the bud­
get of the college student, and
this is another way that they try 
to save their patients money.
Health Services is in the 
process of visiting all of the 
dorms and living centers to 
inform them of their services 
and the many health risks in 
today's world.
"Part of my job is helping 
you get through your first expe­
riences away from home," said 
Fisher. "We're here to help."
Those who are interested in 
making an appointment with 
Health Services can call 895- 
2430.
Services offered include the 
following:
* Coughs and Colds
* Strep Throat and Mono 
Injuries and Lacerations
* Routine Physicals
* Pap and Gynecological 
Exams
* Birth control and STD 
screening
* Flu shots and TB tests
* Lab work, x-rays, and 
EKGs also accessible
* Allergy Shots will be 
available for no more than 
S l() each when there is 
enough staff available
Getting paid for your on-campus job
By Jennifer Vanse
Campus Lite Editor
Getting your first paycheck 
trom an on-campus job is often 
trustrating 'You may not know 
when you'll get paid or where to 
pick up your check.
Students can pick up checks 
m the department where they
work or the Cashier’s Office in 
the Student Services Building. If 
you haven't filled out the neces­
sary tax forms, your check will 
be sent to the cashier's office. If 
you can t find your check any­
where. check the Payroll Office 
in Lake Michigan Hall.
Payroll Supervisor, Brian 
Van Doeselaar emphasized the 
importance of time cards:
"Students should always make 
sure there is a time card from 
their superv isor. It's the only w’ay 
they know they're getting paid."
Students may only work for 
a total of 25 hours a week (40 
hours in the summer) for the uni­
versity.
The maximum hours limit 
has been set so that the student's
Please see PAID, p. 9
whole different world out there," 
Blessing said. "Any study abroad 
trip allows a person to see an 
unique part of life that they 
wouldn't have seen while in the 
US."
"You can't learn every­
thing about life when 
you are only at GVSU 
or anyplace else in the 
US. You learn so much 
more abroad, you can 
see what other people 
' are like by being in 
their shoes."
- Leslie Blessing, 
GVSU student
Blessing commented that the 
program was a good learning 
experience.
"We learned so much while 
in Belize," she said. "We went to 
Mayan sites to learn about the 
history and culture of Belize, 
which helped us in understanding 
the country and people."
The group also went on
other field trips, including snor- 
keling. Blessing was the only 
student who had the opportunity 
to go scuba diving, which she 
likened to visiting another world 
because it was so peaceful.
"Once, when I was diving at 
about 80 feet, all I could hear was 
a parrot fish crunching on some 
coral and the bubbles from my 
respirator," she said
Tourism is becoming a main 
source of income for Belize and 
Blessing worries that the increase 
of tourism will eventually be 
destroy the natural resources.
"You can already see that 
humans are destroying this envi­
ronment," Blessing said. She 
hopes that Belize can control the 
human activity and influences on 
their country to help keep it pre­
served.
The Belize program is not 
only for students studying natur­
al sciences. Blessing encourages 
all students to go abroad. "You 
can't learn everything about life 
when you are only at GVSU or 
anyplace else in the U.S. You 
learn so much more abroad, you 
can see what other people are like 
by being in their shoes."
The Law and You
By Jennifer Vanse  ed license is available right
___ . . .thetb are difter-
This-is the- first in a series ent. theories of what to do if you 
designed to address some of the • get pulled o ver for drunk dri- 
legal situations that college stu- . ving, tricks such as throwing up 
dents may find themselves in. or putting a penny in your 
It is designed to give an idea of mouth don’t work, 
some of the specifics of the law "If it is your first offense, 
and what some of your rights it’s probably in your best inter­
may be, est to go along with what the
Drunk Driving police ask of you," said
With over 80 per- Attorney and Business
cent of GVSU stu- Law Professor
:o . '  ^  A  Path,dents claiming t • g  
have consumed |
alcohol in the. past 
year, unfortunate­
ly, there are likely 
to be several inci­
dents of drunk dri­
ving. that students 
will be involved in.
There are different 
classifications of drunk dri­
ving: OUIL (operating under
Cat erine Jones 
R i k k e r s 
"Generally, doing 
tricks doesn't 
make any differ­
ence at all."
There are 
some things that 
you can do in this sit­
uation.
Breathing deeply 
before taking a breathalyzer test
the influence of liquor) or . will help prevent mouth alcohol 
UBAL (unlawful blood alcohol ’ from registering as pan of your 
level) both require a . I0 percent blood alcohol level. If you think 
blobd alcohol level, you have been wrongly
F; .An OWI (operating while charged, immediately write 
impaired) offense simply down everything you remember
police
ply to designate a dri-
M'Sr . ' - .
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G V SU 's n e w  rock offers h ig h  adventure
By Penelope Frohardt
Staff Writer
Looking for adventure? How 
does climbing a 30 foot wall 
sound for an adrenaline rush?
A new rock climbing club on 
campus, Vertical Venture, that will 
give you the opportunity to do just 
that. The club was just started this 
year by Jeff Laing, otherwise 
known as "Cheese."
"There is a big interest in 
climbing and I wanted to make it 
accessible and affordable to stu­
dents that normally wouldn't try 
it," Laing said.
Rock climbing is a sport of 
balance and technique. It takes 
concentration and problem solv­
ing to be able to maneuver your­
self up a wall. It challenges you 
physically and mentally.
"It's exciting to have this 
club on campus because rock 
climbing is an up and coming 
sport," Paul McKimmy, director 
of Pew Living Center and the 
club's advisor, said.
Another advantage with rock 
climbing is that it is an alternative 
to team sports, you get to do your 
own thing rather than competing.
The club currently has over 
60 members and is "climbing 
fast," Laing stated. No prior 
experience is required and new
comers are encouraged to attend. 
About 90 percent of the clttb is 
new to the sport. "Rock climbing 
is such an adrenaline rush, it is 
very exciting when you get to the 
top," Freshman Michelle Benzing 
said. Benzing joined the club 
looking for something new to try.
Vertical Venture climbs at an 
indoor gym, Inside Moves, on 
Sunday nights. Everyone meets at 
5:30 p.m. at Manitou room 102 to 
car pool to the gym. The club 
rents out the gym from 6 p.m. 
until 10 p.m.
Equipment is rented at a spe­
cial price to club members. The 
first time costs $15, which 
includes a safety lesson, shoes, 
and a harness. After you have had- 
a safety lesson, the.price is $10 
and if you have your own equip-' 
ment the cost is $6.
Club members will also be 
receiving membership cards 
which will allow them to receive 
these special rates any day of the 
week. The club is also working 
with the school to get funding to 
help alleviate some of the costs to 
the students.
Inside Moves has 30-foot 
walls with 17 different lines and 
three routes per rope. "There are 
routes for all levels and you can 
always make it harder for your­
self," Andrew Prys, Inside Moves 
employee, said. Two different
The rock climbing club Vertical Ventures climbing at Inside Moves. Photo by Penelope Frohardt.
types of climbing are top-roping 
and sport-leading, which can be 
done on their variety of walls, 
including vertical* over-hanging, 
roofs, slabs, bulges, boulders and 
caves.
"Climbing has become a very 
fast-growing sport and it has been 
great to see more and more 
women are getting into it," Prys 
added.
Vertical Ventures is planning 
a rock climbing trip to New River 
Gorge in West Virginia Oct. 20 to 
22. They also hope to go climbing 
out West during Spring Break.
Future club goals include get­
ting a wall built on campus, being 
able to purchase equipment for 
club members to use, and getting 
further instruction in order to 
develop more techniques and
skills. "It would be great to see a 
wall on campus," McKimmy said. 
Western Michigan University has 
a climbing facility on their cam­
pus for students.
The club holds meetings on 
Wednesday nights at 9 p.m. in 
Manitou room 102. If you would 
like more information on Vertical 
Ventures call Jeff Laing or Rob 
Chevalier at 243-3381.
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primary purpose won't be lost, 
that is, to gain an education," said 
Van Doeselaar.
You may also notice that 
Social Security tax is not being 
taken out of your check. Students
OCTOBER 17
IN T H E  M U S K E G O N  RIVER ROOM  
K IR K H O F C E N TE R  9:00 AM - 4:00 PM
G A T H E R  I N F O R M A T I O N  O N  I N T E R N A T I O N A L  
E X C H A N G E  P R O G R A M S ,  F I N A N C I A L  A ID  & M O R E !
Presentations at noon by G V S U  Staff and Students:
W h y  S tu d y  A b ro a d ?
H o w  T o  F in a n c e  Your T r i p  
Personal E x p e rie n c e s  Fro m  R e tu rn e e s
S lid e s , p ictu re s , a n e cd o te s, a nd  a n s w e r s  will be available  all d ay  T h e  
v id e o , “ P la n n in g  for S tu dy  A b r o a d ,” will be sh o w n th ro u g h o u t  the d ay
S P O N S O R E D  BY T H E  O F F I C E  O F  I N T E R N A T I O N A L  A F F A IR S ,  
104 S T U D E N T  S E R V I C E S  B U I L D I N G
are exempt if they work for the 
university they attend.
If you forget to turn in your 
time card, "the best thing to do is 
to turn in two timecards at once," 
said Van Doeselaar.
If you have any questions 
about student employment or 
getting paid you can contact the 
Student Employment Office at 
895-3238 or the Payroll Office at 
895-2255.
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Despite losses, spikers 
going in right direction
By Ben Bailey
Staff Writer
Senior Teri Wilholl positions herself above the net to hammer one back at Lake Superior State, while sophomore 
Jessica Ping (#14) and freshman Cindy Hammer (#16) prepare for the LSSU return. Photo by Jay Johnston.
Before the season, first-year 
volleyball coach Deanne Scanlon 
said she would take the Lakers to 
the next level.
Although the team lost to 
national powerhouse Northern 
Michigan and lost against 
Michigan Tech last weekend. 
Scanlon believes that her team is 
taking the step to another level.
"I'm really pleased with our 
defense," said Scanlon, whose 
team is now 16-5 overall and 4-4 
in the Great Lakes Intercollegiate 
Athletic Conference. "Defense is 
a key to success. It says more 
about the attitudes of the players 
than any other part of the game.
"We've been playing with a 
lot of tenacity and that is a big 
step in building a solid program."
The voters for the national 
volleyball rankings have also 
noticed the program. GVSU 
remains ranked 25th after the two 
losses.
The Wildcats may have beat­
en the Lakers in the final score, 
but the Lakers were close to them 
in many categories.
"(Northern Michigan's) 
coach had nice things to say 
about us afterward," Scanlon 
explained. "He said we were the 
first team to frustrate them. That 
showed in the stats."
Northern hit 100 points less
than they usually do in their 
attack percentage. Also, GVSU 
recorded 10 blocks (Amanda 
Cameron led with four) against 
the Wildcats, a team that has 
more than one six-foot-two play­
er at the net. Northern recorded 
11 blocks.
"They're a good team," 
Scanlon said. "They're not far 
from were we could be soon."
The Lakers travel to face 
conference foes Saginaw Valley 
and Northwood this weekend. 
Both are good teams that can't be 
overlooked according to Scanlon.
The team will try to work 
some more bugs out of the 
offense. Scanlon will also juggle 
players around making the team 
.bigger at the net. This means she 
will have to use some less-expe­
rienced playdrs.
"They have had enough time 
to adjust to the system and the 
school," she said. "I think they're 
ready."
One of those players is 
Freshman Cindy Hammer.
She recorded a team high 12 
digs and was second to Cameron 
(nine) with seven kills in the win 
over Lake Superior State.
In the win over GLIAC rival 
Ferris State. Hammer recorded 
13 kills and 15 digs. Cameron led 
the team with 18 kills and Barb 
DeMinck pounded 17 more. Teri 
Wilholt led the team on defense 
with 16 kills against the 
Bulldogs.
Runners improve times
By Karen Dastick
Staff Writer
The Laker women placed 
seventh out of nine teams with a 
score of 258 points at the 
Roadrunner Invitational
Saturday hosted by the 
Southwestern Michigan cross 
country teams.
Conference rival Hillsdale 
took first place with a score of 
35 points, while Lansing 
Community College stole sec­
ond with 86 points. Hope 
College placed third (105) and 
Oakland University placed 
fourth (107).
Senior Amy Jo Paszek 
placed 23rd for the Laker 
women with a time of 20:29, 
while classmate Amber Holmes 
placed 46th with a time of 21:57. 
Freshman Emily Pleshe took 
54th (22:31). Sophomore Tracey 
Miller placed 64th with her per­
sonal best time of 23:40, and 
teammate Dawn Collins placed 
67th (24:00).
"Almost everyone improved 
their overall limes," coach Bill 
Friberg said "Tracey Miller 
mproved her time by almost a 
minute and a half. We had a few 
women missing, but overall I 
think it was a great perfor­
mance."
The Southwestern men took 
jd\antage of being on home turf 
anJ -.tole first place with a score
of 36 points, while Lansing was­
n’t too far behind in second with 
49 points. Oakland University 
took third (79) and Siena 
Heights placed fourth (99).
Junior Kevin Elliot placed 
third overall for the Laker men 
with a time of 26:17 while run­
ning his personal best. He also 
set the GVSU school record for 
a men's 8-kilometer race 
Classmate Jason Powell placed 
21st overall with a time of 27:34 
while sophomore Chad 
Christensen placed 41st overal 
with a time of 28:28.
Although the men have 
been short in numbers all season 
Friberg is confident that he will 
have five healthy runners com­
peting at the conference meet in 
two weeks.
"All my runners are looking 
good. We're all set for confer 
ence and we will definitely have 
five runners ready to go 
Friberg said. "At this point in the 
season, even if we had injured 
runners they would run anyway. 
They're that dedicated."
The Lakers travel to 
Ypsilanti Saturday to participate 
in the Michigan Intercollegiate 
Championship hosted by Eastern 
Michigan University.
"This is a great time for this 
meet because it is the meet prior 
to the conference meet, and it's a 
great wav to prepare for it." 
Friberg said. "There is going to 
be really good competition from 
schools in all divisions."
LaKers overcome wayne
By Joe Schaefer
Sports Editor
Despite a slow start in each 
half, the Lakers made some big 
plays when they needed to in 
their 42-10 win over host Wayne 
State Saturday.
GVSU, bouncing back from 
their loss last week to Ferris, 
improves its record to 4-2 overall 
(4-1 in the Midwest 
Intercollegiate Football
Conference).
For the first time this season, 
the Lakers were held scoreless in 
the first and third quarters.
Wayne State scored first on a 
34-yard field goal by Matt 
Fishburn early in (he second 
quarter. GVSU scored midway in 
the second when tailback 
Spencer Calhoun dashed 36 
yards to paydirt.
In GVSU's next series, quar­
terback Kwame McKinnon
scampered into the end zone 
from nine yards out. but the 
Tartars cut the Laker lead 14-10 
with 1:11 remaining in the half.
McKinnon found an open 
Scott Cox, who dove for the end 
zone pylon with no time remain­
ing to put the Lakers up 21-10.
Despite the lead, head coach 
Brian Kelly was not pleased with 
his team's performance in the 
opening half.
"We didn't execute very well 
coming out. We still had Ferris in 
our blood, and we needed to 
break a sweat to get it out of us. I 
think we got it out at halftime," 
Kelly said.
In the second half, the Laker 
defense allowed Wayne State 
across the 50-yard line twice and 
never allowed the Tartars inside 
the 20. After allowing 141 yards 
rushing in the second half last 
week, GVSU held Wayne State 
to 68 yards rushing in the game.
"I felt we played better
GVSU SCORED LATER THAN THEY HAD IN
ANY HALF THIS SEASON ON SATURDAY AGAINST
WAYNE STATE; GVSU WAS ALSO HELD SCORELESS IN
THE FIRST AND THIRD QUARTERS.
Opponent First Half (auarter) Second Half (quarter)
Indiana (Pa.; 10:56 (first) 4:17 (third)
Indianapolis 9:50 (first) 10:56 (third)
St. Francis 5:43 (first) 13:08 (third)
Ashland 11 30 (first) !2:22 (third)
Ferris State 1.5 i (first) 8:58 (third)
Wayne State T i second) 14:23 (fourth)
****. . .  . . . w . . .  ■
defensively against the run. We 
moved (lineman) Matt Potter in 
at middle linebacker to solidify 
things and give us a strong pres­
ence in the middle," Kelly said.
"Teams, especially Ferris, 
ran away from him. At this level, 
if you have a player like that, you 
put him in the middle because he 
is athletic enough to play the 
position."
Kelly also revamped the sec­
ondary, moving Anthony Gary 
from strong safety to cornerback 
and moving Paul Siembida from 
cornerback to free safety. 
Siembida's move paid dividends; 
he tied a school and conference 
record with three interceptions in 
a game.
The offense's 591 total yards 
didn't hurt their league-leading 
average (465.4 prior to the 
game). Calhoun finished with a 
career-high 196 yards rushing on
11 attempts and twoTDs, includ­
ing a 70-yard score.
Jamison ran 13 times for 61 
yards and one score. McKinnon 
rushed for 55 yards and complet­
ed 18 of 40 passes for 230 yards.
Wide receiver Diriki Mose 
caught nine of McKinnon's pass­
es for 119 yards. Cox caught 
three for 6 1 yards.
Defensively. Potter notched
12 tackles and four assists at his 
new linebacker position, while 
linebacker Jason Kinzler had 
eight tackles and two assists.
"Well take the win and gel
Please see IAKERS, p, 12
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Intramural Update
Men's .1-person volleyball League I 
Topspln 4 0 1.00
In Right 3 I .750
SPE I 3 .250
Netmindcrs 0 4 .000
Men's .1-person volleyball Uague II 
His Boy Elroy 3 0 1.00
Too E 7. 3 0 1.00
Nutural Boro Killers 3 0 1.00
PTM 2 I .667
Mika.su I 2 .333
Alpha Sigma Pi 0 3 .000
GVFU 0 3 .000
Side Out 0 3 .000
Women's .1-person volleyball League I 
Stop It 4 0 1.00
NoWhammics I 2 .333
GVFU I 2 .333
The Bahama Mamas I 2 .333
4-Play 0 3 .000
Women's ,1-person volleyball Uague II 
US 3 ’ 3 0 1.00
"ROCK" 2 0 1.00
Sisters 0 3 000
Kido Wunnahes 0 2 000
Co-rev ,1-person volleyball Uuguv / 
Tachikura 5 0 1.00
Daughter Judy 5 0 1.00
Topspin 4 I .800
NIKE 2 3 400
4U2NV 2 3 400
Weed I I 4 .200
Weed 2 I 4 .200
2 Chicks and a Guy 0 5 .000
Co-rev J-person volleyball Uugite II 
Side Out 3 0 1.00
Soder for Now I I .500
Slacks I I .500
Hurvey Wallbangers I I .500
Chris Henry 0 3 ,000
Co-rev ,1-person volleyball Uugue III
Bite Down Hard 
Wanna-Bc's 
GVFU 
STFs 
Slum me rs
Roller Hockey League W L T  Pet.
In the Crease 6 0 0 1.00
The Goon Squad 3 I I .750
3rd noor Robinson 3 2 .600
Goons 2 2 2 1 .500
Holy Rollers 2 3 .400
Mother Puckers I 4 .200
3 Kistler 0 5 .000
Men 'a Football league I W L Pet. 
Citadel 3 0 1.00
Red Dogz 2 I .667
Team Kodiad 0 2 .000
The Wise Guys 0 2 .000
Men'a Football I-vague II W L Pvt. 
Kun-N-Gun 2 0 1.00
The Jaip Monkeys I I 500
Chubs I I .500
Apollo 0 2 .000
Teams from the men's football leagues 
III, IV anti V tlitl not play on Sunday. (Their 
standings were published in last week's 
Lanthom.)
Men'a Football League VI W L Pet.
Has Been's I 0 1.00
K-Deuce 0 I .000
Big Units DNP
Deer Nuts DNP
Men'a Football league VII W L Pci. 
Going Deep 1 0 1.00
Lifeguards i 0 1.00
Men In Tights 0 I 0.00
GVFU 0 I 0.00
Men'a Football League VIII W L Pa. 
F.U.B.A.R. I 0 1,00
Robinson 3 Odd I 0 1.00
naming Balls 0 I 0.00
5 Year Plan 0 I 0.00
Men's Softball League Final Standings 
Tigers 5 0 1.00
TKE Softball Club 3 2 .600
GVFU 3 2 .600
Staff Infection 3 2 .600
Delta Sigma Phi 2 3 .400
Geez-ln-Slaws I 3 .250
Copeland Sound 0 5 .000
Co-rev Softball League IV L Pet. 
4U2NV - 2  0 1.00
ACR 2 0 1.00
The Hying Piglets I 2 .333
The Bashers I 2 .333
GVFU 0 2 .000
Upcoming Co-rev tournament 
Preliminaries (Oct. 15 ut 10 a.m.) 
Semi-finals (Oct. 15 at II a m.)
Finals (Oct. 22 at 10 a m.)
Running back Darnell Jamison breaks through the Wayne Slate defen­
sive line to help GVSU to a 42-10 victory. Photo by Joe Schaefer.
Club sports wrap-up
By C.D. Burge
Staff Writer
With all of the changes going 
on in the GVSU soccer program 
recently, you might wonder if the 
focus and concentration is still at 
a high level.
The concentration was there, 
but the men's team came up on 
the short end against rival 
Muskegon Community College, 
3-2, in Muskegon last week.
"We controlled the game, but 
they (MCC) got a few breaks," 
coach Dago Cortes said. "The 
players took this one very hard, 
as they were a team we looked to 
beat when we saw them again."
This is the second loss to 
MCC this year, accounting for 
the two losses on an otherwise 
undefeated record (5-2-1).
The men bounced back 
Saturday with a 5-1 crushing of 
Lawrence Tech. Jeff Armok 
accounted for two of those goals.
The win at Lawrence 
impressed Cortes.
"1 thought that we played 
excellent soccer," he said. "We 
thoroughly dominated the match, 
and played all areas of the game 
well."
The footballers will need to 
play well; they play three games 
this week. They played 
Kalamazoo College Tuesday, and 
will take on Cornerstone College 
and Central Michigan this week­
end. All games are at home.
The soon-to-be-varsity 
women's soccer club came up a 
goal short this weekend. 1-0 
against Central Michigan.
Team President Melanie 
Cook saw the contest as a game 
of halves. "Overall, we didn't 
play that badly," she said. "The 
second half, though, we didn't 
play very well. Central still has a 
lot of talent."
The team will play Michigan 
Tech on Sunday, but face a 
tougher test when they travel to
Saginaw Valley on Thursday to 
play their varsity team.
"We have a good chance of 
beating Saginaw Valley," Cook 
said. "Tech will be a different 
game - because they are more 
loosely organized."
On the links, the Lakers took 
first at the Furniture City Classic 
at GracewiI Country Club on 
Thursday.
The team shot a 391, acing 
out second-place Hope by six 
strokes. Calvin College and host 
Aquinas finished third and 
fourth, respectively.
GVSU posted three of the 
top five scores, led by freshman 
Chrissy Moul's 94. Junior Tina 
Cox finished with a 97, and 
freshman Jen Field finished with 
a 99. Angie Fruin of Aquinas was 
first overall with a 90.
"It's a big win for us," junior 
Jennifer Zielinski said. "We all 
played great rounds."
The team has only two tour­
naments left. They played at 
Northern Illinois last weekend 
and will play at the Tri-State 
Invitational this weekend.
Women's tennis tunes up for Ferris
• Team has won nine consecutive matches
By Molly Bums
Staff Writer
GVSU's women's tennis 
team refuses to lose.
The team currently holds 
second place behind Ferris State 
University in the Great Lakes 
Intercollegiate Athletic-
Conference.
The team traveled to Big 
Rapids yesterday to compete 
against the Bulldogs. (Results 
were not available at press time).
"We're in for a tough match 
against Ferris," Sutherland said 
Monday. "They are nationally 
ranked and have some great 
players, but I have great players 
too."
The Lakers went into the 
match with nine consecutive 
wins.
Two of those wins were 
against Kalamazoo Valley 
Community College and Grand 
Rapids Community College last 
week. *
Make a difference...
Get Involved.
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GVSU beat KVCC 8-1 at 
home and defeated GRCC 6-3 in 
tune-ups before facing Ferris.
"We're in for a tough 
match against Ferris. 
They are nationally 
ranked and have some 
great players, but / 
have great players 
too."
-Tim Sutherland, 
Tennis coach
Sara Walters, a freshman 
from Wyoming Park, boosted 
her overall standings to 17-1. 
She defeated her opponent from
Kalamazoo Valley 6-2, 6-0 in 
second doubles.
Ann Wilton, a freshman out 
of Grand Haven, improved her 
record to 20-2. She and 
Stephanie Bouwens defeated 
their second doubles opponents 
7-5, 4-6, 7-5.
Walters and Sophomore 
Michelle Bergman defeated their 
second doubles competitors 
from GRCC 6-2, 6-1.
Bergman, from Calvin 
Christian, improved her stand­
ings to 20-1.
"The girls have a great con­
fidence level right now," 
Sutherland said. "They feel very 
good about themselves and how 
they are playing. That is what is 
going to be important in the 
games ahead."
A  - f -  #
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The Men's Varsity Open 8 medal races, new boats played a 
victory was especially meaning- key factor.
Ten schools like Minnesota,
z M i iy Hp:
By C.D. Burge
Staff Writer ■
If the weekend's results are 
any indication, this might be the 
best year in a long time for Grand 
Valley Crew.
The Crew raced at two regat­
tas in Illinois last weekend, tak­
ing home medals from both. On 
Saturday, the team raced at the 
Quad Cities Rowing Classic, and 
then Sunday raced at Rockford's 
Head of the Rock Regatta.
"Everybody on the Crew did 
a good job," said new varsity 
coach Richard Laurance. "We 
will get even better than this with 
time."
Of the seven varsity events 
entered at Quad Cities, five 
GVSU boats finished first and 
the other two finished second and 
third. The Women's Lightweight 
8, Men's Open 8, Men's and 
Women's Open 4 and Men's 
Lightweight 4 all took home gold 
medals.
ful to GV Crew rowers, because 
it put Grand Valley State 
University on the event trophy, 
and because Open 8 races are 
generally considered the most 
prestigious collegiate races.
Among the biggest surprises 
of the day was the first-place 
finish of the Women's Open 4, a 
team that had its first practice 
together on Friday.
-  "I was really impressed with 
that boat," said Laurance. "They 
really exceeded expectations; we 
won one we weren't supposed 
to."
Open 4 rower Alicia Krause 
attributed the success to team­
work. "None of us is perfect, but 
we really came together," she 
said. "We always had the poten­
tial, and it helped that we had a 
perfect set at the start of the face.
"We traditionally have never 
done well in our Open 4, so I 
know Richard has to have us in 
his mind."
For heavyweight Dave 
George, who rowed two gold
Grand Valley Crew's Women’s Novice 8 (l to r) Diana Waluk, Jennifer Van Ryn, Bethany Ackley, Susanna Szalai, 
Mandy Heiler, Carol Wahrheit, Laura Huizinga and Terri Alexo hold their coxswain Elizabeth Berens after rowing 
their way to a silver medal Saturday. Photo by Shane Szalai.
"The new boats were so 
important because they replaced 
the novice boats we were using,” 
he said. "The new boats are nicer 
and not nearly as beat up."
Sunday had less medals, in 
large part because there wasK 
more competition. National pow-
prhnnen W ier’nncin anrl Athor D in
Grand Valley Crew's Open Men's 8 (I to r) Ryan Quick, Dave George, Chris Czarnecki, Ken Campbell, coxswain 
Meghan Romak, Paul Readier, Ben Moon, Chris Moody and Shane Szalai are "as happy as little girls " after 
rowing well enough to win their event at the Quad Cities Regatta on Saturday. Photo by Susanna Szalai.
Michigan State and 
Northwestern provided a tough 
test for the GV Crew.
However, the Women's 
Lightweight 4 and Men's 
Lightweight 4 both took with sil­
ver medals. Overall, GVSU fin­
ished eighth out of 64 teams.
"It was a really mixed regat­
ta,” Laurance said. "There were 
some high-level teams as well as 
some high schools."
George sees the back-to- 
back schedule as a reason for the 
lack of gold medals Sunday.
"It's not the easiest thing in 
the world to do two regattas 
back-to-back," he said. "We were 
also missing (Heavyweight 
rower Matt LaBlanc), but 'we 
have to get past that."
Regardless, Laurance chal- . 
lenged his group Sunday to 
improve on their times.
"The races that will really 
count will happen in the spring.
We can either make this the high­
light of our year, or do better in 
the spring."
GV Crew's next regatta will 
come in two weeks, at Michigan 
State. The race is an annual 
showdown between the three 
Michigan state universities that 
offer rowing-MSU, U of M and 
GVSU.
"The regatta at State will be 
a neat experience." Laurance 
said. "It is inter-state, and that 
type of rivalry always means 
something special."
George sees the regatta as a 
stepping stone for spring. "We 
beat State this weekend, and 
everybody had a chance to see 
what they were all about. For 
Richard to say what he said 
Sunday means we will have to 
improve.
"The largest room in the 
world is the room for improve­
ment."
... .. _
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Do you KNOW WHAT IS HAPPENING ON CAM­
PUS? SHARE THIS INFORMATION WITH THE REST
o f  us. D r o p  off a press release at. T he 
La n t h o r n , 100 C o m m o n s , give u s  a call 
AT 895-2460,OR fax US at 895-2465.
®f it lanthorn
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SPECIAL MEMBERSHIP
★  You and a guest can play 
"unlimited" any WEDflESDAY 
or SATURDAY for only $2 
each!
This offer good each time 
you show this card.
E x p ire s  Oct. 31 1 99 5
ADULT LEAGUES 
FORMING
★  Sign up as a team or 
Individual
i
3 on 3 Leagues or
4 on 4 full Court Leagues 
9 weeks
Only $ 1 95/Team
Doors open at 
4pm M-E | 
12n5at/5un |
CALL NOW
for more details
Pigskin Prophets
By C .D . Burge, Scott Tuori, 
and Richard Fair
Staff Writers
Well, the Prophets had a 
500 record last week. To most 
people, that probably stinks, but 
for us. it s pretty good. We re not 
readv to change the spelling of 
our name jo  P-RO-F-I-T-S yet 
it we had pul our money 
where our mouths are. then we 
would have broken even. This is 
good because the standard line 
from a compulsive gambler is, T 
hope I break even today. I can 
sure use the money." Let’s not 
digress any further. On with the 
Top Ten!
TOP 10
(B urge,Thori,F urr)
1.) F lorida S t.,F S U ,F 5 C  
2) Nebraska, Neb..AV6.
3) Florida. Ohio St..OSU
4) Ohio St.. USC,Florida
5) USC. Florida.USC
6i Tenn..Auburn.Kansas St. 
7) Auburn. Tcnn..Kansas 
Si Kansas St. Oak.Auburn 
9) Colorado. Col.. Tcnn 
10 1 Kansas. Kan. St .< '<»/.
Games of the week
Hillsdale vs. GVSU
Burge- Diriki Muse just may 
get some All-Conference consid­
eration playing against this sec­
ondary. Lakers by 14.
Tuori- After losing to the 
Chargers last year the Lakers get 
revenge. Lakers by 10.
Fair- The Lakers need to win 
ihe rest of their games to be con­
sidered for post-season play. This 
alone should inspire them. 
GVSU by 14.
Burge- Florida has done one 
important thing this year that has 
helped them: they haven’t lost! 
Auburn can win. bui not if they 
can't slop the Gator's 0  " 
Florida by 7
Tuori li Florida is going to 
win they ncciiiopluy DFFHNSF 
I don I see ii happening 1 igeis h\
Fan Hus SIC malr\ h.is 
produced one ot the best game' 
in recent years Ii will no excep­
tion ihis year Auburn usually has 
die Gators number Tigers by 3.
LAKERS, from p. 10
ready for Hillsdale. We just want 
to play better football for four 
quarters," Kelly said. "We were 
up 13-0 against them last year, 
and we let them back in the ball 
game."
GVSU dropped last year's 
game 34-20 at Hillsdale, but 
Siembida said the team cant 
dwell on the past.
"We get in big games, and 
we seem to stumble We don i 
come out with intensity. We 
ha\e to understand what we 
need to do." he said
Hillsdale and GVSU. both 
lied with Michigan Tech and 
Northern Michigan for second 
place in the MiFC with 4 -1 
records, play 1:30 p.m. Saturday 
at Lubbers Stadium.
Florida vs. Auburn
PRO
OIL CHANGE  
Professionals
Formerly Dr. Lube
$4.00 off CARS
$3.00 off Trucks / Vans 
Off full service w■/ ad or G.V.S.U. I.D.
0
ONLY 12 
MINUTES 
AWAY
M45
Port Sheldon Rri.
OIL
PRO
*
M -F  8:00-6:30 S A T  8:00-4:00
3115 Lake Easlbrook Blvd. 49512 • 957-HOOP
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Handsel and Gretel opens for Medicine
By Lee Dart
Entertainment Editor
Last Thursday, over 300 peo­
ple packed into The Intersection 
and witnessed a night of musical 
diversity.
The audience consisted of 
fans who had travelled from as
near as Allendale to as far away 
as Scotland. GVSU students 
flocked from campus to see 
Handsel and Gretel, many fans 
drove hundreds of miles for 
Medicine and a few devoted fol­
lowers made the trip from 
Scotland to see Long Fin Killie.
Handsel and Gretel-consist- 
ing of GVSU students Jeremy
Long Fin Killie showed the audience a little bit of a different style of 
music. Photo by Tom Hoffmeyer.
Brew
Review
v .w ’AvcAVrr/^ W AV.svAy.
By Paxton Bigham
Staff Writer
Kalamazoo Brewery &
Motor City Brewing Co.
"A man who does not care 
about the beer he drinks may as 
well not care about the bread he 
eats." -M. Jackson, The New 
World Guide To Beer.
This week I'm going to 
begin a series of definitive 
brewing jargon, as taken from a 
wonderful book entitled: The 
New World Guide To Beer , by 
M. Jackson (Courage Books, 
1988). This week's reviews to 
follow.
Ale- Fruity accent comes 
from relatively quick, warm fer­
mentation, with a variety of 
yeast that rises during the 
process. This procedure, known 
as top fermentation, classically 
defines an ale. Color and 
strength may vary, and there are 
many types.
Kalamazoo is home to a 
wonderful brewery and great 
success story. I'm speaking of 
Joseph Bell. He started out 
many years ago selling home­
made beer out of the trunk of his 
car. He then moved his home- 
brewing operation to a ware­
house he rented after local suc­
cess of his brew. "Bell's" beer 
has recently expanded to accom­
modate ever-increasing orders. 
Even with the newly acquired 
Chicago market (where it is 
booming) and a larger scale 
production. Kalamazoo
Brewery has not lost its unique 
flavor and style.
This is a "Must Try,” even
for the novice beer drinker. I'll 
list the brewing styles from 
lightest to darkest: Pale Ale, 
Third Coast Ale, Amber Ale, 
Solsun -Wheat Ale (Summer- 
only brew). Best Brown Ale 
(Winter-only brew), Porter, and 
Kalamazoo Stout. All are very 
good. I would recommend the 
lighter ales to those of you who 
are die hard American Beer 
Company fans. These brews are 
very distinct and flavorful. 
Serve in a glass (tilt when pour­
ing!) at 55 degrees. Enjoy.
Motor City Brewing 
Company is a new Micro-brew 
on the scene. They have not 
been around commercially for 
more than a year, but can 
already be found in local shops 
and pubs. A classic brewing 
style much like K-Zoo Brew, yet 
M.C.B.Co. has only two brews: 
Pale Ale, and "Nut Brown" Ale. 
Both are tasty. This is definitely 
one brewery with a future.
NEXT WEEK: Grand 
Rapids Brewing Company.
Spanos and Gretchen Mauchmar- 
-warmed up the audience with 
their own local flair. "It was the 
biggest crowd we had ever 
played in front of," said 
Mauchmar. "We were a bit 
apprehensive at first, but the 
crowd was very receptive, and 
we played well."
"It was the biggest 
crowd we had ever 
played in front of We 
were a bit apprehensive 
at first, but the crowd 
was very receptive and 
we played well."
, -Gretchen Mauchmar, 
Lead Vocalist, 
“Handsel & Gretel"
The second act, Long Fin 
Killie, shocked the audience with 
their loud and abrupt style of 
music. The lead singer took turns 
playing guitar, violin and saxo­
phone. Other band members gave 
performances on the mandolin 
and trumpet.
The headlining band,
Medicine, went on stage well 
after midnight, but it wasn't too 
late for their devoted fans. They 
delivered their trademark sound 
of extra volume and drawn out 
feedback. "I was amazed at the 
wild sounds these guys are able
to get out of their guitars," said 
Spanos of guitarists Brad Laner. 
and Jason Martin. "It was a big 
thrill opening for these guys. We 
rehearsed really hard for this; it 
was a great opportunity."
Handsel and Gretel ripping it up at The Intersection. Photo by Tom 
Hoffmeyer.
Mediine really lore it up and got the crowd moving at The Intersection last Thursday night! Photo by Tom 
Hoffmeyer.
Literary Notes: War for the Oaks
Emma Bull, who has gar­
nered the praise of such writers 
as Neil Gaiman and Chris 
Claremont, has penned a mar­
velous novel of contemporary 
fantasy in War fo r  the Oaks.
Set in modern
Minneapolis, the novel chroni­
cles the experiences of one 
Eddi McCandry-the leader of 
an unknown band playing the 
bar and club circuit. She gets 
caught up in a magical war 
between the Seelie and 
Unseelie Courts of Faerie being 
waged in the city streets.
Assigned a shape-changing 
"Phouka" as a body-guard, Eddi 
has to come to terms with her 
unsought-for position in this 
war, her dreams of heading a 
successful band, and her grow­
ing feelings for the Phouka.
The magical aspects of 
the book are well- 
researched and con­
vincingly rendered; 
when the skeptical 
characters are made to 
believe something, the 
reader is also 
convinced.
This is an entertaining fast 
read, uncomplicated in style 
and story. The writing peaks in 
the descriptions of the band's 
music and the synergetic con­
nections among the band mem­
bers and their audience. Bull 
also displays a true feel for the 
geography and character of 
Minneapolis.
The magical aspects of the 
book are well-researched and 
convincingly rendered; when 
the skeptical characters are 
made to believe something, the 
reader is also convinced.
The main problem 1 had 
with War for the Oaks is the 
conventional plot. Aside from a 
couple of surprise twists. I pret­
ty much knew how this story 
was going to end after reading 
the first 20 pages.
What keeps the story inter­
esting. however, are the charac­
ters. who are deftly drawn and 
realistically portrayed. Much of 
the novel consists of long peri­
ods of waiting between battles, 
and the interactions that occur 
therein.
performs at GVSU
•Impressive show showcased talents 
of individual members* and group
By Glen Morren
Staff Writer
The Western Jazz Quartet 
performed Oct. 4 as part of the 
Lunchbreak Series. Those in 
attendance witnessed an impres­
sive variety of jazz by an experi­
enced quartet.
The group consists of Trent 
Kynaston on the saxaphone, 
Thomas Knific on the bass, 
Stephen Zegree on the piano and 
Tom Froncek on the drums. All 
are professors at the School of 
Music at Western Michigan 
University, in addition to play­
ing in the quartet and perform­
ing and touring with other clas­
sical and jazz musical groups.
* v
Stephen Zegree said, "it's a 
juggling act to work our sched­
ules to allow us to play many 
different concerts and still prac­
tice together at least once a 
week."
Their constant practice and 
performing paid off, though, as 
the group played an hour of 
finely-polished' material, while 
still allowing for spontapeity.
The show included Antonio 
Carlos Jobim's “Felicidade,” 
Dave Brubeck's “Blue Rondo 
ala Turk," Pat Metheny's 
“Always and Forever” and Bob 
Mintzer's “Method to the
Madness.”
The members of the 
Western Jazz Quartet especially 
shone while showcasing their 
individual talents during the 
many solos they each played.
In fact, the group's talents 
are quite renowned, as their new 
CD has received very high 
praise in jazz magazines “Down 
Beat “ and “Cadence.” They 
also have toured with jazz greats 
Art Farmer, Eddie Daniels, and 
Dave Liebman.
On playing with the mas­
ters, Zegree said, "it's the best 
education to play with them; we 
were flattered by their offers, 
and they really bring legitimacy 
to what we're doing.”
Apparently the group holds 
a good deal of credence because
. v'f
they are the highest recommend­
ed musicians on a cultural arts 
exchange program called Arts 
America. This program sends 
different musicians and artists to 
different countries to play and 
express different aspects of 
American culture. The quartet 
has toured South America three 
separate times and has also 
toured Eastern Europe.
"Arts America is a reward­
ing experience because we are 
representing both jazz and the 
United States to foreign coun­
tries,” said Zegree.
Calder Gallery to feature new  exhibit
By Lee Dart
Entertainment Editor
The Calder Gallery will 
exhibit the works of two photog­
raphers, Steve Nelson and Jan 
Ballard, beginning Oct. 19. A 
slide presentation and gallery 
talk will be held at 2:30 p.m., fol­
lowed by a reception from 4-7
p.m. The exhibit runs through 
Nov. 22.
"Nelson produces some 
haunting images using the pho­
togram, a primitive method of 
making an image without a nega­
tive by briefly exposing light to 
objects laid on photographic 
paper," said Tim Nowakowski, 
Calder Gallery director.
Jan Ballard's work is similar
to Nelson's in that she fuses com­
puterized images of the pho­
nographs into a composite. "She 
differs from Nelson in that her 
critique is motivated by the 
desire to expose gender stereo­
types found in the way people 
arrange themselves or are 
arranged in front of the camera," 
Nowakowski added.
Cinematech showing Scorsese films
By Mary Graff
Staff Writer
Cinematech, GVSU’s own 
student organization dedicated to 
bringing alternative films to 
campus, is showing "Five By 
Scorsese" this Friday evening 
and "Dog Day Afternoon" on 
Saturday night. Both films begin 
at 7 p.m.
"Five By Scorsese" is a 
compilation of five short films 
Martin Scorsese made early in 
his career. Scorsese also directed 
“Goodfellas,” “Cape Fear," and 
“The Age of Innocence."
Two homosexual men are 
the characters portrayed in 
"Dog Day Afternoon." This 
action/comedy is about a bank
heist gone wrong and the 
resulting mayhem
Mike Allore, president of 
Cinematech, said Cinematech 
was trying to bring movies such 
as these to add to GVSU’s educa­
tional experience
"The main purpose of 
Cinematech," Allore said, "is to 
entertain by showing a variety of 
movies that students wouldn't 
normally be able to see. 
Cinematech has been around 
since the early ‘80s as an educa­
tional and multicultural outlet, as 
well as a way to bring main­
stream flicks to campus."
"Deciding on which films to 
show is a group effort," Allore 
said. Members of Cinematech 
take suggestions from those who 
attend the showings. They later
bring up these suggestions at 
their monthly meetings and add 
their own input concerning 
worthwhile movie choices. Final 
decisions are made after mem­
bers find out what films are actu­
ally available when Cinematech 
needs them.
Anyone with movie requests 
or interested in joining can leave 
a note in Cinematech's mailbox 
outside the Student Life Office in 
Kirkhof.
Movies are shown in the 
Pere Marquette River Room (for­
merly Mainsail) every 
Wednesday night at 9 p.m. and 
Friday and Saturday nights at 7 
p.m. "Die Hard: With A 
Vengence" will be shown on Oct. 
18 and 20.
Lisa Knows Best (Or Thinks She Does)
Staff
Writer
Dear Lisa,
My friend met this girl at a 
party last month. We..urn..they 
had some unprotected naked fun. 
Now it hurts when I..urn..He 
pees. Any suggestions? P.E. 
Panes
Dear P.E.,
Get yourself to a clinic and 
pick up some antibiotics. 
People used to die from 
untreated venereal diseases. 
Hey, and if the doctor tells you 
it's really serious, you should 
let the party girl know what's 
going on down there ... if you 
know her name.
Dear Lisa.
I have been on this campus
for nine semesters. 1 can't seem to 
understand the newbees. What is 
with the dog collars, navels, and 
using both straps on a back­
pack? Oldman
Dear Oldman,
Backpacks, when used 
properly, relieve uneven pres­
sure and stress on the back. 
This practice also frees up the 
hands for other extra curricu­
lar activities such as smoking 
and digging for keys.
You could ask someone 
wearing something bizarre like 
that why they are wearing it. 
These brave individuals are 
obviously confident and proba­
bly wouldn't be offended if you 
just asked them.
1470 LAKE DR. S.E. 
IN EASTOWN
W O R K S
INFO LINE 
459-0900
WEDNESDAYS
NEW ROCK 90s AT NIGHT SPONSORED BY 
VINYL SOLUTION
STARTS W EDNESDAY SEPTEM BER 13th
FREE NEW MUSIC 
FREE T-SHIRTS 
FREE HATS
LOCAL ALTERNATIVE BANDS ON WEDNESDAYS 
99C DOMESTIC BOTTLED BEER EVERY FRIDAY
DOORS OPEN 8:00 PM 
COVER $1.00 17-20 $3.00
BEAT THE CLOCK DRINK SPECIALS
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Lanthorn Rates
Classified word ads are I0 cents per word. 
$2.50 minimum charge, paid in advance. 
Classified display rate is S7.IX) per column 
inch
Lost and Found word ads arc FRIiE, first 
insertion, 25 words muximum.
To boldface, italicize or capitalize words in 
your classified, add I0 cents per word.
To box an ad: $ 1.00 extra
Help Wanted
One hour weekday mornings. Pcrxonul care 
for Handicapped person. No listing. Standale 
Area. Call Fran Rogers 677-5417.
Opportunities
Duplex Allendale area 2 hd. $8 non-refund- 
ahle App. Fte l Person $500/mo.. $500 sec. 
deposit up front. Call Morris Nugelkirk at 
895-6702 after 5.
Opportunities
Damon's the Place for Ribs Now Hiring 
Servers. Earn up to SIO-SI4/hour. Flexible 
hours: full and part-time. Apply in person ul 
5850 Alpine Avenue.
Oppoutunities
PREGNANT'.’ Don't face your choices 
alone. We offer FREE confidential help as 
you experience medical and-emotional needs. 
Bethany provides caring support, latt's talk. 
Call toll-free l-800-Bethany or (616)459- 
7945. World Wide Web: 
http://www.belhany.org/ and Internet email: 
info0bethany.org
Help Wanted
Earn $7-$IO per hour. Domino's Pizza in 
Eastown ( 1555 Lake Dr.) is hiring drivers. 
Must have own car and good driving record. 
Call 774-2295.110/191
Help Wanted
GVSU Alumni Relulions-Help wanted. 
Telemarketing during winter Semester. 
Effective telephone skills needed to contact 
GVSU alumni, solicit pledges to Annual 
Alumni Scholarship Endowment Campaign. 
Mon-Thu evenings from 6-9 p.m. beginning 
January 8 to April 25. calling from 
AlumRcl's downtown G.R. office. Start 
at$4.40/hr. One campaign data entry posi- 
train. Contact Kent Fisher. GVSU Alumni 
Relations. 771-6526.(10/51
Opportunities
There is still lime for you to join the oldest 
sport at Grand Valley. It will strengthen your 
body and your mind—and it will make you a 
belter person. It is Grand Valley Crew.
Show up at the Boathouse at the bottom of 
the ski hill weekdays between 5 and 5 to join. 
Or call Stan at 457^0207.
Opportunities
CASH K)R COLLEGE 9tX).000 GRANTS 
AVAILABLE. NO REPAYMENTS. EVER. 
QUALIFY IMMEDIATELY. 1-800-245- 
2455 11 -80 AID-2-HEI.P)ltf]
Help Wanted
CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING— Earn up 
to $2,(XX)+/monlh working on Cruise Ships 
or l-und-Tour companies. World travel. 
Seasonal & full-time employment available. 
No experience necessary. For more informs- ■ 
lion call 1-206-654-0468 ext. C5625I. II2/7J
Help Wanted
RESORT JOBS—Students needed! Earn to 
SI2/hr. + tips. Theme Parks. Hotels, Spas. + 
more. Destinations include Florida. Huwuii. 
Colorado. & So. California. Call Resort 
Employment Services 1-206-652-0150 ext. 
R56625I. [12/7]
Message
Shy. caring, sensitive guy seeks shy, sensi­
tive, and caring female for relationship. Must 
enjoy watching beautiful sunsets, moonlitc 
walks, and music. Call Ron at 892-6178. 
[10/12]
Opportunities
You have your degree or are close to it. How 
close are you to a job? Will it pay what your 
worth? What are you worth? If more than 
$50,000 call this GVSU alumnus today!
(616) 892-8585.
Opportunities
Eam S500 or more weekly stuffing envelopes 
at home. Send long SASE to: Country Living 
Shoppers. Dept. R58. P.O. Box 1779.
Denham Springs. LA 70727. [11/2]
Misc.
$1000 Fundraiser 
Fraternities. Soroilies and Student 
Organizations. You've seen credit card 
fundraisers before, but you've never seen the 
Visa fundraiser that pays $5.00 per applica­
tion. Call Donna at I -800-932-0528 ext. 65. 
Qualified cullers receive a FREE camera.
IH/21
> For Rent
Roommate wanted to share nice, spacious 5 
bedmi.. 2 bathmi. mobile-home—Female 
preferred. Located in Chateau Leonard 
Garden Estates: just 10 minutes from GVSU 
and It) minutes from downtown G.R. 
$250/month;includes utilities. Call 755-9912. 
[10/12]
Help Wanted
Environmental Conscience Company looking 
for people who are interested in making a 
positive impact in the environment and mak­
ing above average income. Call 261-5007 for 
appointment. [10/19]
6495 ext: F5625I
Help Wanted
Female needed to take over lease at GV 
Apartments. $ 140.00/ntonth plus phone & 
electric. Can move in ASAP non-smoker Call 
Nicole(616) 786-5610(10/1
. Opportunities
NEED A FRIEND? If you're pregnant, it's 
NOT the end of the world. At Bethany in 
Holland, we can help turn your crisis into a 
plan YOU can liyc with. FREE counseling 
and assistance, To explore your options, call 
l-800-Bcthany or (616) 396-0623. World 
Wide Web: http://www.bethany.orR/ and 
Internet email: info@betluny.orR 110/12]
6 15 1 28th S.E. #9. Gmnd Rupids 49546. 
Phonel.975-5011. Fax: 949-9480. |I(VI2]
THE aiGHI..WOKD!
Expert tutoring in English literature, writing, 
grammar. English Second Language. Will 
edit and type reports, theses, resumes, letters, 
manuscripts. Cull O'Connor 459-1578. 
[10/121
For Sale
1994 Cannondale Killer V 900 19 inch 
frame. Suimano Deore.l-X, $700.00 OBO, 
Call (616) 689-0654. [10/12]
Opportunities
FREE FINANCIALAID! over $6 billion in 
private sector grants & schlarships availuble. 
All students are eligible regardless of grades, 
income, or parent's income. Let us help.
MK<hf>c
To: Dave Perrin. Nancy Cain, Nami 
Kawamura. Jackie Diggs, and everyone else 
who has had the opportunity to listen to my 
problems—Thanks for being there for me! — 
Aimce Haun [10/12]
Message
Dear Nic,
Thank you for Loving and 
Supporting me. We will last forever babe! I 
love you! SH I||0 /I2]
Help Wanted
Attention all Grjphics Design Majors! Plant 
Services is looking for an individual to assist 
us in preparing special event signs. Work 
with the latest sign creation software. Hours 
are flexible and work-study status is not 
required. If this sounds interesting. Contact 
Sec Garcia ut Plant Services ext 3258.
For Sale
IBM compatible 286 computer with mono­
chrome monitor. Panasonic printer. 40 MB 
hard drive. 5 1/2 floppy drive, word perfect. 
Lotus 1-2-5. Microsoft Works. Great for 
papers. $250.00 OBO ph. 538-5861. [10/121
Found:
Calculator in front of Padnos Hall. If you can 
identify, it's yours. Call Mike at 892-7806.
Opportunities
EARN 2.500 & FREE TRIPS 
SPRING BREAK! Student Holidays, the 
nation's leader in spring break vacations, 
seeking enthusiastic, highly motivated Stu­
dents and organizations to promote arid sell 
our ALL-INCLUSIVE CANCUN TRIPS! 
CALL NOW 1-800-560-TRIP! [I0/I9|
Help Wanted
We have the follow ing full and part-time jobs 
available immediately: data entry clerks, file 
clerks, and general office clerks. Please call
First time donors receive
Be A Life 
Saver - 
Become A 
Plasma 
Donor!
First donation receive 
$15 and second 
donation receive $20, 
in the same week.
on their first four consecutive 
donations
BE A PLASMA DONOR... 
BECAUSE LIFE IS 
EVERYBODY'S BUSINESS
Tues. thru Thursday 7am to 6pm
Sera-Tec Biologicals
Limited Partnership 
1973 S. Division 
Call tor more information: 241-6335
--------------- napTCma--------------
Join the fun. Woodland Shopping Center is 
currently looking for Customer Serv ice 
Representatives to work the Information 
Center for permnnent part-time. We arc also 
looking for temporary holiday help at the 
desk as well us a few individuals to work Ihe 
North Poleslal. this position is perfect for cre­
ative individual's who lovtto  dress up and 
work with children, great experience for the­
ater or communications majors. Eam 
$5.50/hr to start. If you arc interested in any 
of these opportunities, please call 949-0010 
or slop by Ihe management office at 
Woodland Monday thru Friday, and ask for 
Karen Taylor.
tion of half an hour fpr $20. $5.00 off with 
ud. Call 254-6544 to set up appointment 
|IU/I2| ;
For Sale
1990 Mazda 523 for sale. Hatchback. 5 
speed. 30-35 mpg. power steering and brakes, 
good condition. 115,000 miles hut runs great. 
Harbor blue color, asking $3500 OBO Carrie 
.534-8229110/19]
' For Sale
Horizon 1.7 engine and automatic transmis­
sion for sale. Best Offer. 243-6544 110/12]
For Sale
1986 Mercury Topaz. 5-speed. 4-door. Air. 
Cruise. Till. Cassette, 116.000 miles. One 
owner, non-smoker, clean, dependable. Runs 
and looks great. *$2000 784-4083.| 10/12]
Opportunities
Psychic messages for fun and entertainment. 
Have your curds read and a private consulta-
m i  UMUT. (010P OH PM
Men and women needed for a Professional Hair 
Seminar to demonstrate the latest hairstyles. This 
is a great chance to get a hot, new look from 
top international hair designers at Maly's Salon 
Forum. We are looking for people who are 
interested in getting a haircut, color, perm, or 
hair relaxing. Be a part of the Midwest's largest 
hair and fashion show November 11-13, at the 
Amway Grand Plaza Hotel. All participants will 
receive free products.
For more information, please call 
616-942-0060 or 800-336-2597.
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Regular Store Hours: Monday-Saturday, 9:30 A M -9 :30 PM; Sunday, Jl A M -6  PM 
Located at Green Ridge Shopping Center, Alpine Ave. & 1-96, across from K-Mart.
01995 T.J.MAXX Styles may vary by store
